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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of Study 

Nowadays English is an important subject for all students from 

elementary till university, it refers to all subject in their school use 

English as a media to get their skill. According to the statement above, the 

writer take some problems to observe about the difficulty of student who 

can’t speak, the motivation student low in speaking because they are lazy 

to try without motivation from each other. Some Teachers say 

comprehension. It becomes real when all subject use English in 

connecting sources to the readers. And it is not a strange thing because 

English has become an international language since many years ago, 

almost everybody in this world use English as a central or important 

language to understand each other. 

Learning to speak a foreign language requires more than 

knowing its grammatical and semantic rules. Learner must also acquire 

the knowledge of how native speakers use the language in the context of 

structured interpersonal exchange, in which many factors interact. 

Language is human and non instinctive method of 

communicating ideas, feelings and desires by means of a system of 

sounds and sound symbols. 

Speaking is one of the four basic skills in learning foreign 

language besides listening, reading, and writing. It has been taught since 

the students entered a junior high school, however, there are so difficulties 

faced by junior high school students to communicate English. They have 
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to think more often when speaking English. Of course, students need 

interaction with others (teacher, friends and so on) to communicate. 

Jack Richard also gives statement “ speaking a language is 

especially difficult for foreign language learners because effective oral 

communication requires the ability to use the language appropriately in 

social interactions’.
1
 

It means speaking that “many students find it difficult to speak 

english because speaking must have proficiency in speaking”. 

The short story is a piece of prose fiction, which can be read in a 

single sitting. 

The audio records is an electrical, mechanical, electronic, or 

digital inscription and re-creation of sound waves, such as spoken voice, 

singing, instrumental music, or sound effects. The audio record class 

manages the audio resources for java aplications to record audio from the 

audio input hardware of the platform. 

The  difficulties to teach speaking to Junior High School students 

since something students are not able to express what is on their minds 

because their lack of actual language. And the difficulties also may be 

affected by other factors such the students not convidence to show their 

skill in front of the class, and not understand what want students speak. 

The writer explain increasing students’ speaking skill using short story 

through audio material an Experimental Research at class second of 

SMPN 2 Kota Serang. 

Based on focus the research the writer take conclusion that some 

of the student still can’t improve their speaking skill, there are reasons 

that make the student can’t improve their speaking skill one of them from 
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them self and may be also from their environment, lack of media to teach 

english. Therefore  the writer will provide a solution that is more fun to 

learn English by using the media. and hopefully using this media  students 

will increase in learning the English language especially speaking skill. 

Based on reason the writer take that school as of research as we 

know speaking is one of four skill. Beside it,their speak still low for 

english language and did not interest to learn english. The writer chooses 

using short story through audio material as solution for student. The 

writer take using short story through audio material as media in this 

research cause the writer think this media is easy to apply in the class, and 

the writer hope with this media student can increase their speaking skill 

and make them confident to speak up in front of the class or when they 

use that as daily conversation. Because many students have many 

diffficulties in speaking English they are very hard to speak up using 

English. The most difficulties aspect of spoken is the interaction with at 

least one of other speaker. 

The ability to speak is not always paralleled with the other three 

skill of the language. The writer need short story to increase their 

speaking skill of how to practice re tell short story and also to process a 

high self confidence when students performance/re tell short story. Based 

on statement above, the writer takes principle of the problem in this 

researches, it is about increasing students’ speaking skill using short story 

through audio material. 

 

B. The Statement of The Problems 

Based on the general background of the study above, statement 

of the problem can be stated as: 
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1. How is speaking ability of the second grade students of 

SMPN 2 Kota Serang? 

2. What make the students get difficulty in their speaking skill? 

3. How is the effectiveness using short story through audio 

material to increase speaking skill at SMPN 2 Kota Serang? 

 

C. The Aims of Research 

Based on the statement of problem, the aims which will be 

reached in this observation are:  

1. To know students ability on their speaking skill at the second 

 grade of SMPN 2 Kota Serang 

2. To know what make the students get difficulty in their speaking 

 skill 

3. To know the effectiveness using short story through audio 

material  to increase speaking skill at SMPN 2 Kota Serang 

 

D. Hypothesis 

Hypothesis not only formulated to explain relationship between two 

or more variable, but also to compare a variable of two samples on title as 

below: Encreasing Students’ speaking Skill Using Short Story Trough 

Audio Material. 

So, in this study writer submit hypothesis by seeing how big the 

average score of experiment class (MX) toward control class (MY) as 

follow: 

Ho :there is no significant between the effectiveness students’ speaking 

skill through audio material. It means that the effectiveness students’ 

speaking skill trough audio material does not get more significant 
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effect in average score than the effectiveness on students’ ability 

using any other strategy. 

Ha : there is significant between the effectiveness students’ speaking 

skill through audio material. It means that the effectiveness students’ 

speaking skill through audio material get more significant effect in 

average score than the effectiveness on students’ speaking skill using 

any other strategy. 

 

E. The Organization of Writing 

This Paper Consist of five papers: 

Chapter one is the introduction, which explains the background of 

the study or  the topic as the basic of research. Then it is followed by the 

statements of problem, the aim research, hypothesis and the organization 

of writing. 

Chapter two is the theoretical framework. In this chapter, the 

writer discusses definition, the types, component of speaking, definition 

of short story, the benefit of short story, how to use the short story, 

characteristic short story, potential aims of short story, audio as learning 

tool, using audio and video in teaching, definition audio record. 

Chapter three is research methodology. It includes, design 

classroom action research,place and time, subject of the research, 

technique of collecting data, technique data analysis. 


